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Our Summer Lotion Guide is a complete recipes book for those who only want lightweight lotions for

home or for their market tables. All 25 Recipes in this publication are light weight lotions for day

wear or warm weather wear.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ They do a great job nourishing and protecting your

skinÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ They contain only those ingredients that you choose, so you can avoid harmful

chemicalsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ They are better for your skin, since you can customize them to fit your needs

exactlyÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ They can be made with your favorite essential oils for custom fragrancesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢

They are lot cheaper than store-bought lotions and body buttersWith this book, you will learn

everything you need to know to get started with homemade lotions today. Here are just a few of the

things this book will teach you:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ How to make professionally made lotions that you can

sellÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ We discuss safety and precautions involved in selling your productsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ What

equipment you will need to make each kind of lotionÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Where to get ingredients and

suppliesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Whether you need to use preservatives to prolong your lotionÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s shelf

lifeÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ How to clean up after making your lotionThis book contains our recipes that we have

created for our product line from the artisans at Thermal Mermaid. Here are some of the recipes you

can prepare today:1.Scrumptious Vanilla Lotion2.Goats Milk Lotion3.Sun Block Lotion4.Natural

Light Lotion5.Calming Lavender Lotion6.Rosy Pink Layered Lotion7.Aloe Vera Lotion (Burn

Soother)8.Coconut Tea Lotion9.Complete Absorption Cocoa Lotion10.Creamy Chamomile

Lotion11.Bare Bones Basic Moisturizer12.Minty Lavender Summer Lotion13.Dry Skin

Soother14.Creamy Coconut Lotion15.Old Fashion Honey Lotion16.Wild Rose Lotion17.Tropical

Fruit Salad Lotion18.Cool Snap Frost Lotion19.Lavender Facial Lotion20.Creamy Magnesium

Lotion21.Calendula Bee Porridge22.French Tea Lotion23.Oatmeal Honey Lotion (For Dry & Itchy

Skin)24.Milky Lavender Lotion25.Lanoline Body Lotion
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When buying this book, I had the general picture that it will be generally DIY stuff. In my head it was

going to be just another collection in my artistic library. Turns out I was getting more than I asked

for. I have read any Thermal Mermaid books before. So all die hard funs forgive me for my

ignorance but I am glad I stumbled upon this one somehow. The cover of the book is inviting. If you

are a scents lover like me, you totally get what I am talking about. Jennifer and Hannah Tynan have

done a wonderful job giving out 25 Lightweight summer Lotions. What I love most about their book

is that these are Lotions they have actually made so as per the book. They are not just some pulled

from the internet kind of information. I have not used any of their Lotions before so I will not attest to

that but I will point out that their book is filled with a wealth of knowledge that can even be

harnessed and used to create a small scale Lotions business. Not only will you learn about the

recipes of the 25 Lotions but also the safety measures during preparation, Items needed for the

processes and a bring recommendation on where to get the Ingredients. I really want to try all these

unfortunately, one ingredient in every recipe for some reason not available in my local store. For

those who want to make fresh Lotions without preservatives, this is a good place to start however

for those looking into this from a business angle, the authors firmly advice against selling products in

this case Lotions to clients without preservatives. Good job Jennifer and Hannah. If you are a reader

who finishes a book by stalking the author ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ reading their about me section then

you will learn the special connection/relationship that these two authors have and more insights to

the Thermal mermaid books.



This book was interesting but NOT for the uninitiated at all. It isn't horrible, but gets 3.5 stars. The

recipes were good, but instructions were severely lacking for a true beginner; they were

inconsistent. For instance, I cannot recall seeing the words "distilled" or "purified" water in any

recipe which can be misleading if this is the first book a beginner picks up. Aside from it needing

serious editing, the recipes were certainly useable. If you are going to sell this stuff, then I think a

higher level of responsibility must be undertaken at dispensing this information, if for any reason, to

protect yourself. I applaud the wonderful business set up by mom and daughter, excellent for any

kid to be part of such an experience.

This book far exceeded my expectations. While reading, I kept thinking "Well, these sound great but

where am I supposed to buy these ingredients?!" and then, at the end of the book, there was a list

of online vendors that sell these things. I was a happy camper. LOL.The recipes were clear as were

the instructions for putting it all together. I can't wait to make a few of these, especially the Coconut

Tea and Complete Absorption lotions. They sound wonderful!

I am a DIY buy and this book added new skills into my DIY bag of tricks. I tried five of the recipes

and they produced fantastic results. What I liked most was that most of the recipes use natural

ingredients. My favorite are the Sunblock Lotion and the Scrumptious Vanilla Lotion. It will take me

time to go through all the recipes because I have fallen in love with the vanilla lotion and sunblock

lotion and will be sticking with them for some time.

Very short not a lot of new information. Basic information that I have rereading other books

Most of these types of skincare recipe books are only good for products for your own use. This book

gives instructions and recipes that are safe and legal for a soap and lotion maker to sell. The

necessary steps, with explanations are there and easy to follow. There are many different types of

lotions in the recipes. Anyone will find ones they want to include in their product line.

I find this book interesting because I'm a big fan of "do it yourself". The author makes a good job in

explaining the 25 recipes, the sites where you can get the ingredients and some basic precautions

you should take in the fabrication process. It is also easy to read and understand which I consider

very important in any recipe book.



A comprehensive guide to making nontoxic formula products at home. It gives many options to

choose from in a straight talking, easy to do manner.
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